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CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY

San Luis Obispo, California 93407
 
ACADEMIC SENATE

805.756.1258
 
MEETING OF THE ACADEMIC SENATE
 
Tuesday, November 27, 2007 

UU220, 3:10 to 5:00pm 

I.	 Minutes: none. 
II.	 Communication(s) and Announcement(s): 
3:10 A.	 Vicki Stover: new emergency notification system.
 III. 	Reports:
 
Regular reports: none. 

Special reports: 
3:15 B. 	 President Baker: President’s quarterly report on educational issues.
 IV. 	Consent Agenda: 
V.	 Business Item(s): 
4:00 	 A. Resolution on Prior Learning Assessment: Proposal to Expand Cal Poly’s 
Credit for Prior College-Level Learning: Hannings, chair of Curriculum 
Committee, second reading (pp. 2-11). 
B.	 Resolution on Proposal for the Establishment of the Center for Coastal 
Marine Sciences (CCMS): Moline, Biological Sciences Department/Opava, 
Dean for Research and Graduate Studies, second reading (pp. 12-33). 
C.	 Resolution on Searches for Academic Campus Administrators: Foroohar, 
chair of the Faculty Affairs Committee, second reading (pp. 34-35). 
D.	 Resolution on Faculty/Staff Dining Area: Harris, chair of Ad Hoc 
Committee on Conference Center and Faculty Club, second reading (p. 36). 
VI.	 Discussion Item(s): 
5:00 VII. Adjournment: 
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Adopted: 
ACADEMIC SENATE 
of 
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
AS­ -07 
RESOLUTION ON PRIOR LEARNING ASSESSMENT: 
PROPOSAL TO EXPAND CAL POLY'S CREDIT FOR PRIOR 
COLLEGE-LEVEL LEARNING 
1 WHEREAS, Cal Poly Continuing Education and University Outreach has submitted the 
2 attached proposal for granting credit through portfolio development by its Adult 
3 Degree Program students; and 
4 
5 WHEREAS, This proposal is similar to procedures used by other universities granting adult 
6 degrees and follows the national standards developed by the Council for Adult & 
7 Experimental Learning and U.S. Department of Education; and 
8 
9 WHEREAS, The Academic Senate Instruction and Curriculum committees have reviewed this 
10 proposal and found it similar to existing campus policy and worthy of adoption; 
11 and 
12 
13 WHEREAS, This proposal applies only to students in the Adult Degree Program; and 
14 
15 WHEREAS, The granting of credit will be determined by a faculty committee that will be 
16 compensated for its work; therefore be it 
17 
18 RESOLVED: That the attached document, Proposal to Expand Cal Poly's Credit for Prior 
19 College-Level Learning to include Assessment ofPrior College-Level Learning 
20 through Portfolio Development, dated May 25,2007, be approved by the 
21 Academic Senate of Cal Poly. 
Proposed by: Academic Senate Curriculum Committee 
Date: October 1, 2007 
Revised: October 9,2007 
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CAL POLY CONTINUING EDUCATION 

AND UNIVERSITY OUTREACH 
Proposal to Expand Cal Poly's Credit for Prior College-level Learning 

to include 

Assessment of Prior College-level Learning through Portfolio Development 

May 7, 2007 

Revised May 21, 2007 

Revised May 25, 2007 

Introduction 
Colleges and universities began awarding academic credit for college-level learning 
acquired outside the traditional classroom in the 1960's. The practice gained acceptance 
in the 1970's and became standardized in the early 1980's. Prior Learning Assessment, 
or PLA, is the process of identifying, articulating, measuring, and accrediting learning 
that is acquired outside the traditional classroom and frequently prior to enrollment in 
college. 1 Writing in 1976, Willingham noted the important role Prior Learning 
Assessment was playing in the reform of higher education because it was "directed to 
the extension of educational opportunity, enhancement of lifelong learning, and the 
improvement of the relationship between education and work." 2 "In one sense, the 
recognition of students' college-equivalent knowledge was seen as an act of simple 
fairness: if experienced adults had gained academically equivalent learning through 
work, volunteer activity, and independent study, that learning should be formally 
acknowledged." 3 The awarding of academic credit for college-level learning acquired 
outside the classroom is now a standard practice in higher education and recognized by 
all regional accrediting associations, including the Accrediting Commission for Senior 
Colleges and Universities of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges. Campuses 
of the California State University were first authorized to award credit for prior learning 
in 1981 under Executive Order 365. 
As the practice of awarding credit for prior college-level learning gained acceptance, 
national standards were adapted for guiding colleges and universities. The Council for 
Adult and Experiential Learning (CAEL), with initial funding from the U.S. Department of 
Education, became the recognized leader in both promoting and standardizing the 
practice. As an organization dedicated to advancing adult learning in the United States, 
1 Rose, A.D., and Leahy, MA Assessing Adult Learning in Diverse Settings: Current Issues and 

Approached, New Directions for Adult and Continuing Education, 75, Fall 1997, San Francisco, Jossey­

Bass. 

2 Willingham, W. "Critical Issues and Basic Requirements." In M. Keeton (ed), Experiential Learning, 

Rational, and Assessment. San Francisco, Jossey-Bass, 1976. 

3 Rose, A.D., and Leahy, M.A. Assessing Adult Learning in Diverse Settings: Current Issues and 

Approached, New Directions for Adult and Continuing Education, 75, Fall 1997, San Francisco, Jossey­

Bass. 
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CAEL remains a leader in this field. The policies and procedures advanced in this 
proposal incorporate the best practices learned over the past 30 years of experience. 4 
For many years, Cal Poly has recognized learning acquired outside the formal college 
classroom through a variety of practices. Students receive Cal Poly academic credit for 
training or educational programs that they completed and that are included the 
American Council of Education's: 
• 	 Educational Credits and Credentials' Guide to the Evaluation of Educational 
Experiences in the Armed Services; and/or 
• National Guide to Educational Credit for Training Programs. 

Credit is awarded for successful completion of subject examinations through the: 

• 	 College-Level Examination Program; and the 
• 	 University's challenge examination program. 
Assessment of learning gained through work and other experiences acknowledges what 
students "Iearned-by-doing" in a manner that makes it possible for them to incorporate 
that knowledge into their course of study. It reflects learning acquired through multiple 
life experiences in the same way we currently recognize the importance of learning 
through practical "hands-on" applications. 
The Proposal 
This proposal calls for the broadening of Cal Poly's policy for assessing and accrediting 
college-level learning acquired outside the traditional classroom to include the 
assessment of learning through student prior learning portfolios. A Prior Learning 
Portfolio describes and documents the quality and level of a student's learning as 
compared with identified course learning outcomes. The proposed process is founded 
on nationally established and accepted standards and criteria, as outlined by M. Fiddler, 
C. 	Marienau, & U. Whitaker.5 These standards are: 
1. 	 Credit or its equivalent should be awarded only for learning; not for experience. 
2. 	 Assessment should be based on standards and criteria for the level of acceptable 
learning that are both agreed upon and made public. 
3. 	 Assessment should be treated as an integral part of learning, not apart from it, 
and should be based on an understanding of the learning process. 
4. 	 The determination of credit awards and competence levels must be made by 
appropriate subject matter and academic or credentialing experts. 
5. 	 Credit or other credentialing should be appropriate to the context in which it is 
awarded and accepted. 
4 www.cael.org/pla.htm 

5 Fiddler, M., Marienau, C., Whitaker, U., Assessing Learning: Standards, Principles, and Procedures, 2ed., 

Chicago, The Council for Adult and Experiential Learning, 2006. 
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6. 	 If awards are for credit, transcript entries should clearly describe what learning is 
being recognized and be monitored to avoid giving credit twice for the same 
learning. 
7. 	 Policies, procedures, and criteria applied to assessment, including provision for 
appeal, should be fully disclosed and prominently available to all parties involved 
in the assessment process. 
8. 	 Fees charged for assessment should be based on the services performed in the 
process and not determined by the amount of credit awarded. 
9. 	 All personnel involved in the assessment of learning should pursue and receive 
adequate training and continuing professional development for the functions they 
perform. 
10.Assessment programs should be regularly monitored, reviewed, evaluated, and 
revised as needed to reflect changes in the needs being served, the purposes 
being met, and in the state of the assessment arts. 
The proposed Prior Learning Portfolio Development process is intended for adult 
students who have career and other life experiences likely to lead to the acquisition of 
college-level learning. This option will only be available to matriculated 
students in the Adult Degree Program working toward the Bachelor of 
Interdisciplinary Studies degree. The Bachelor of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies is 
the only major available to ADP students. Students enter Cal Poly at the upper division 
level having already acquired at least 90 academic units. They thus have classroom 
experience and an understanding of the level of knowledge that is expected in a college 
course. The Prior Learning Portfolio Development process will be faculty-based with 
tenured or tenure-track faculty serving as assessors. 
Students who express interest in writing a Prior Learning Portfolio will enroll in a non­
credit Prior Learning Portfolio Development Seminar which will be designed specifically 
to enable them to understand the concepts, theories and policies pertaining to the 
portfolio development process. Key learning outcomes of the Prior Learning 
Portfolio Development Seminar will be the understanding of the difference 
between learning and experience, how learning is acquired and how it is 
integrated into a larger contextual framework. 
Faculty who express interest in serving as portfolio and course assessors should 
participate in the Faculty Assessor Workshop which introduces them to the central 
concepts of assessing learning by experience, academic quality assurance, developing 
learning outcomes, and Cal Poly's specific policies and procedures. A guidebook 
covering the central material included in the workshop will also be available to faculty. 
The portfolios will initially be reviewed by Continuing Education to assure all required 
elements are included and the portfolio is ready to be reviewed. The portfolio is then 
forwarded to the appropriate faculty member who normally teaches the course for 
which prior learning credit is requested. The faculty member reviewing the course 
3 
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indicates if credit is appropriate and then submits it to the department chair/head for 
approval. The portfolio is then returned to Continuing Education for processing. 
Procedures Governing the Development and Assessment ofa Prior Learning Portfolio 
1. 	 Only Cal Poly students matriculated in the Adult Degree Program may request 
units through the assessment of a prior learning portfolio. 
2. 	 Assessment will be on a per course basis. Students must be able to document 
that what they have learned is equivalent to the learning outcomes of a credit 
course offered at Cal Poly. 
3. 	 Credit can be earned only for undergraduate courses. 
4. 	 The assessment fee paid by students will be based on the number of units to be 
assessed and not for the number of academic units awarded. The fee must be 
approved by the Campus Fee Approval Committee. 
5. 	 Faculty serving as portfolio assessors will be compensated for their service. 
Compensation will be determined based on the fee approved by the Campus Fee 
Approval Committee and approved by the Provost and Vice President for 
Academic Affairs. 
6. 	 Students can request assessment of college-level learning only for content­
regulated courses with predetermined learning outcomes and not for 
independent study, special topics, internships and/or other courses for which 
learning outcomes are not speCified. Students can not request credit for courses 
with the Interdisciplinary Studies (IS) prefix since their major is Interdisciplinary 
Studies. 
7. 	 Units awarded through the assessment of a prior learning portfolio will be noted 
as credit only. No grades or partial credit will be assigned. 
8. 	 Units awarded will be noted on students' transcript as "units awarded through 
the assessment of prior learning" or similar text and listed on a per course basis 
by course prefix, number, and title. 
9. 	 A maximum of 16 units may be awarded through the assessment of a prior 
learning portfolio. This conforms to the existing university Credit/No Credit 
policy. 
10. Units awarded through the assessment of a Prior Learning Portfolio will not count 
toward residency in the Adult Degree Program or residency at Cal Poly. 
11. Students must prepare and submit their Prior Learning Portfolios within their first 
four quarters of being admitted to, and enrolling at Cal Poly. Students already 
matriculated will have four quarters to submit their portfolios from the quarter 
after this proposal is approved. 
In summary, the expansion of Cal Poly's existing credit for prior college-level learning 
program to include portfolio development is a reflection of our "Learn by Doing" 
educational philosophy. It recognizes college-level learning that was acquired through 
real life experiences including work, professional service, and other means. The addition 
4 
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of a portfolio process will increase access for older adult students and add one more 
opportunity to recognize the college-level learning they have already obtained. 
5 
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Proposal for Prior College-level Learning Assessment 
Through Portfolio Development 
Questions and Answers 
Question What is the age range of students seeking credit for prior college-level 
learning? 
Answer It is anticipated that the majority of the students seeking credit for prior 
college-level learning will be between 35-45 years of age. 
Question What is the difference between the Adult Degree Program and the 
Bachelor of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies? 
Answer The Adult Degree Program (ADP) is an academic unit within Continuing 
Education. Students in the ADP earn the Bachelor of Arts in 
Interdisciplinary Studies degree. ADP students can not transfer to any 
other program at Cal Poly and Continuing Education offers all classes in 
the evening or on weekends. Classes are taught by regular Cal Poly 
faculty approved by their respective academic department. For additional 
information see: www.adultdegreeprogram.calpoly.edu 
Question The proposal says students can earn up to 16 units though credit for prior 
college-level learning. Will all students earn this many units? 
Answer No. The number of units awarded will depend on the individual student. 
Some students will have acquired more learning than others through their 
work and overall life experiences. While there are no national statistics on 
the average number of credit hours awarded, it is antiCipated that for 
students who do choose to develop a prior learning portfoliO, the number 
of units will be between 8-12 or 2-3 courses. 
Question What will students use to document their learning? 
Answer Accepted forms of documentation include publications, brochures or flyers 
of students' exhibits, shows or performances, position descriptions, 
certificates of completion, licenses, certificates of training, letters from 
supervisors or employers, presentations, business plans developed, 
marketing plans and training programs developed. In all cases, 
documentation must speak directly to the learning for which credit is 
being requested and how that learning was acquired. Credit can not be 
awarded simply for experience. 
6 
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Question 	 What are some of the benefits of developing a Prior Learning Portfolio? 
Answer 	 There are many benefits for students and faculty who engage in the 
development and assessment of Prior Learning Portfolios. For students, it 
means not having to take courses for which they already have acquired 
the expected learning outcomes. This can reduce their time to degree 
completion. It can also be a significant self-examination process whereby 
students can formally document a lifetime of learning. For both students 
and faculty, the portfolio development process facilitates a greater 
understanding of how learning is acquired and the connections between 
experience, knowledge, and learning. For faculty, the process of learning 
how to assess prior college-level learning, and the actual reviewing of 
portfolios, helps clarify essential learning outcomes for individual courses. 
It is an excellent vehicle for helping faculty clarify the connection between 
learning experiences (assignments) required for a course and the 
expected learning outcomes. 
Question 	 Will faculty be compensated for assessing a portfolio? 
Answer 	 Yes. Faculty will be compensated for reviewing portfolios. The 
compensation will be established as a part of the overall prior college-level 
learning assessment package prepared for the Campus Fee Advisory 
Committee. The Campus Fee Advisory Committee must approve the per 
unit assessment fee prior to a specific determination of what faculty will 
be compensated. The amount of compensation must also fall within CSU 
and CFA contract guidelines which address additional compensation. 
Question 	 How is the Bachelor of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies program reviewed? 
Answer 	 As a regular academic program of Cal Poly, the Bachelor of Arts in 
Interdisciplinary Studies is on the same five year academic review process 
as any other program. 
Question 	 Will this option change in any way the current poliCies and procedures 
which govern challenge examinations? 
Answer 	 No. As regularly matriculated students, ADP students can currently 
request a challenge examination for a course following existing Cal Poly 
poliCies. 
Question 	 Will faculty be required to partiCipate? 
7 
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Answer 	 No. Participation is completely voluntary. However, faculty who would like 
to serve as assessors must complete the Prior College-level Learning 
Portfolio Assessment Workshop. There is no fee to participate. 
Question 	 Do other Universities have programs like the one being proposed? 
Answer 	 Yes. The assessment of prior college-level learning through portfolio 
development is an accepted process in higher education. Standards have 
been set and regional accrediting organizations endorse its use. A review 
of existing programs demonstrates that no two programs are actually 
alike. Each institution is free to develop the program that best fits its 
mission and goals. If evidence from over 30 years of experience at other 
institutions can be applied to Cal Poly, our process will mature and grow 
over time. Cal Poly will review and modify its process and procedures as it 
gains experience and better understands how learning is acquired and the 
learning needs of adults. 
Question 	 What are the typical elements included in a prior learning portfOlio? 
Answer 	 The elements required in a prior learning portfolio vary by institution. 
Typically they include: 1) A personal background essay including learning 
goals and degree statement; 2) Resume or vitae; 3) Competency/credit 
course request; and 4) Documentation of learning for each 
competency/credit course request. Continuing Education will develop a 
writing guide for the development of a prior learning portfolio which will 
be included in the Prior Learning Portfolio Development Seminar. 
8 
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Proposal for Prior College-level Learning Assessment 
Through Portfolio Development 
Sample List of Colleges and Universities with Similar Programs 
Ohio State University - Credit through Evaluation of Experiential Learning 
New York University - Credit through Prior Learning Assessment 
Syracuse University - Credit through Prior Learning Assessment 
University of Maryland..;.. Credit through Prior Learning Assessment 
University of Rhode Island - Credit through Prior Learning Assessment 
DePaul University - Credit through Prior Learning Assessment 
University of Indianapolis - Credit through Prior Learning Assessment 
University of Massachusetts - Credit through Prior Learning Assessment 
9 
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Adopted: 
ACADEMIC SENATE 
of 
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
AS­ -07 
RESOLUTION ON 
PROPOSAL FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE 
CENTER FOR COASTAL MARINE SCIENCES (CCMS) 
1 
2 
RESOLVED: That ~he Academic Senate of Cal Poly endorse the attached proposal for 
establishment ofThe Center for Coastal Marine Sciences (CCMS). 
Proposed by: Biological Sciences Department and 
The College of Science and Mathematics 
Date: October 15, 2007 
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RECEIVED 	 O\LPOLY 

State of California 
OCT 1 5 Z007Memorandum SAN LUIS OBISPO 
CA 93407 
ACADEMIC SENATE 

To: 	 Bruno Giberti, Chair Date: October 10, 2007 
Academic Senate 
From: William w. Durgin h~ Copies: Susan Opava 
Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs Phil Bailey 
Mark Moline 
Subject: Request for Academic Senate Review of the Proposal 
for the Establishment of the Center for Coastal 
Marine Sciences (CCMS) 
Attached is a copy of a preliminary proposal to establish the Center for Coastal Marine Sciences 
(CCMS). In accordance with campus policy for the Establishment, Evaluation and Discontinuation of 
Centers and Institutes, this proposal received conceptual approval by the college deans at their meeting 
on October 8, 2007. I would now appreciate the Academic Senate's review of this proposal as soon as 
possible. Simultaneously an ad hoc committee, appointed by me, will review organizational and 
financial aspects of the proposed center. Please feel free to contact Dr. Mark Moline, Biological 
Sciences Department, author of the proposal, should you have any questions or would like him to make 
a presentation to the Academic Senate. 
Thank you, and if you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact my office. 
Enclosure 
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Establishment of the Center for Coastal Marine Sciences 
Proposal 
Mark A. Moline 

Professor 

Biological Sciences Department 

California Polytechnic State University 

Mission Statement: 
To promote andfacilitate basic and applied interdisciplinary 
studies ofcoastal marine systems for the purpose ofaddressing 
environmental concerns andfostering hands-on student learning 
through discovery and outreach. 
-15-

Rationale 
More than half the population ofthe United States lives in coastal counties, which is 
expected to increase by 25 million people by 2015. More than 180 million people visit 
the shore for recreation every year. Though a comprehensive monetary value has not 
been assigned to our coastal economy, it is clear that it contributes significantly to the 
nation's overall economic activity. Tens of thousands ofjobs in fishing, recreation, and 
tourism depend on healthy, functioning coastal ecosystems. All Americans depend on the 
oceans and affect the oceans, regardless of where they live. Ocean currents circulate the 
energy and water that regulate the Earth's climate and weather and, thus, affect every 
aspect of the human experience. Our very dependence on and use of ocean resources are 
exposing limits in natural systems once viewed as too vast and inexhaustible to be 
harmed by human activityl. 
A recent national survey indicates that the American public has only a superficial 
awareness ofthe importance of the ocean to their daily lives, let alone its importance to 
all life on the planet. The ocean is a source of food and medicine, controls global climate, 
provides energy, supplies jobs, supports economies, and reveals information about the 
planet that cannot be gained from any other source. The ocean conceals the highest 
mountains and deepest canyons on Earth, as well as valuable cultural artifacts. 
Exploration of the ocean has revealed amazing organisms straight out of science fiction 
and entire ecosystems previously unknown to humankind. But the extent of what we do 
not know-what remains undiscovered-sparks the imagination. With so much of the 
marine environment still unexplored, the ocean can be viewed as the final frontier on 
Earth. While most people do not recognize the number ofbenefits the ocean provides, or 
its potential for further discovery, many do feel a positive connection with it, sensing 
perhaps that the vitality of the sea is directly related to human survival. This connection 
can be a powerful tool for increasing awareness of, interest in, and responsible action 
toward the marine environment, and is critical to building an ocean stewardship ethic, 
strengthening the nation's science literacy, and creating a new generation ofocean 
leaders2. 
Strengthening the nation's awareness ofthe importance ofthe oceans requires a 
heightened focus on the marine environment, through both formal and informal education 
efforts. Curricula should expose students to ocean issues, preparing the next generation of 
ocean scientists, managers, educators, and leaders through diverse educational 
opportunities. In addition, informal education aimed at the entire population is needed to 
foster lifelong learning2. 
The proposed Center for Coastal Marine Sciences (CCMS) will address these scientific 
and learning needs by engaging students and faculty at Cal Poly in dialog, basic/applied 
research, instruction related to the coastal marine environment, and providing enhanced 
infrastructure toward these efforts. 
The location of Cal Poly on the central coast of California affords a unique opporturlity to 
establish a center for excellence in marine studies. Cal Poly is the only university with a 
2 
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marine presence for 400 km along one ofthe most pristine stretches of the coastline 
between Monterey and Santa Barbara. Cal Poly is the closest university to Point 
Conception, one of the most important biogeographic ocean boundaries in the eastern 
Pacific Basin. The central coast of California is an area of intense upwelling and is very 
productive biologically, stimulating significant research interest from the larger 
community. It is also an important area on the West Coast for recreation, fisheries, oil 
development and issues relating to land use, coastal management and larger scale issues 
of climate change. 
As marine science is inherently interdisciplinary, the CCMS will pool talent from across 
Cal Poly to foster collaborative work, promote professional development opportunities 
for faculty, aid in obtaining external support, augment Cal Poly's instructional programs, 
and build ties with industry, institutions and the community. 
CCMS Functions 
Faculty Impact 
The CCMS will be dedicated to providing opportunities for the professional development 
of faculty through basic and applied research and development activities. These will 
primarily be through sponsored programs from government agencies, commercial 
companies, non-government organizations and through competition for internal 
university funds. Faculty members of the CCMS may also be given internal CCMS 
funds, when available, to stimulate new ideas, take advantage ofnew opportunities, and 
support collaborative exchange between faculty through travel and release time (see 
below). 
In an effort to recruit expertise and grow the CCMS, interdepartmental and cross-college 
cooperation will be facilitated. The current founding member list (below) illustrates this 
CCMS function. These efforts will include open invitations, seminar exchange between 
departments/colleges, collaborative projects, inclusion in decision making within the 
CCMS and co-advising students from various disciplines. The CCMS will also facilitate 
these collaborative efforts by providing access to the marine environment, infrastructure, 
new faculty interactions and a continuing array of exciting projects. 
The CCMS will be dedicated to dissemination of information to Cal Poly faculty, 
students, other institutions and the general public. Scientific reports, journal articles, 
books, and, in most cases, data will be made available over the web or in various 
publications. Additional efforts will be ongoing to provide information through public 
talks, professional seminars, and workshops organized by the CCMS. The founding 
members have been active in sharing findings and contributing to the general knowledge. 
Faculty will use involvement in the CCMS as a means to conduct instruction 
complementary to the campus departments, develop their professional programs and 
provide service to the departments, colleges and the University. In addition, faculty 
involvement with CCMS will be interdisciplinary and thus will have cross-cutting 
impacts. Faculty members of CCMS will also provide mentorship and guidance to 
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individuals being considered for retention, tenure, and promotion to foster continued 
development, productivity and personal success. Individual accomplishments and 
broader impacts will be highlighted in letters provided by the CCMS director in support 
of retention, tenure, and promotion. 
Student Opportunities and Mentorship 
One ofthe central themes ofthe CCMS is to provide hands-on student learning, as 
highlighted in the mission statement above. This is a long standing mission of Cal Poly 
and one the CCMS will promote in the marine sciences. This requires the CCMS to 
facilitate access for students to the environment, develop infrastructure support, provide 
basic and advanced equipment as tools to address questions, and develop collaborations 
within and outside the University to extend the number and diversity of study areas. 
Coincident with the tangible needs, CCMS will assist departments in providing students 
with coherent curriculum that builds on previous learning (see below). 
At the core of student success will be active mentorship by both the engaged faculty of 
the CCMS as well as undergraduate and graduate students. The CCMS will develop 
mechanisms for more inclusive student participation and will provide unique learning 
environments. This approach will result in a vested student interest, affirmation of 
abilities, identification with role models, exposure to real and viable careers, and practical 
experience within marine sciences, engineering, and other disciplines across the 
University. 
Many departments at Cal Poly have graduate programs which have the opportunity to 
take advantage ofthe CCMS. Graduate students will actively participate in ongoing 
sponsored research opportunities for their thesis work and benefit from financial support. 
Faculty and research projects will gain from the continuity that graduate students provide. 
The interaction ofgraduate students will also promote student mentoring, departmental 
exchange and enhance the overall academic environment. 
Relationship to Current Organizational Structure 
The CCMS will serve a number of functions that are supplementary to departmental and 
college functions. These include promoting and facilitating research for faculty and 
students, enhancing the learning experience for students by providing infrastructure and 
equipment, serve as an information source for the public, and forge partnerships with 
other institutions and industry that serve the mission ofthe CCMS. Cal Poly is uniquely 
located on a pristine area ofthe California coastline. Without access to the marine 
environment, the University'S academic programs are not able to integrate marine related 
areas into the curriculum and limit student and faculty learning and research 
opportunities. While the CCMS will not offer courses, the unit will provide an 
opportunity for departments to offer marine-related course modules, laboratories and 
courses. The participation of faculty from different departments will also facilitate 
possible cross-listed courses, team-taught courses, and GE course offerings. 
The existing fiscal restrictions, limited staff and requirements for coordination and 
administration do not allow for significant investments by departments in specialized 
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areas. As marine science IS inherently interdisciplinary, the CCMS will serve this role for 
a number of departments and colleges of the University. In addition, an integrative unit 
is necessary to facilitate departmental and college-level integration across the University, 
something that may be challenging for individual departments. 
The CCMS will provide a vehicle for exciting research opportunities, which will generate 
funding from external sources and help participating departments. Faculty will require 
sponsored projects to support release time. This sustained release time through the 
CCMS should promote additional faculty hiring within participating departments, and 
increase the disciplinary expertise across campus. External funding will also allow the 
CCMS to support undergraduate student research/summer internships and graduate 
student stipends in pursuit of their thesis projects within various departments across the 
campus. 
CCMS Structure 
The CCMS will be comprised ofparticipating faculty and staff that conduct research 
andlor have a shared interest in marine related studies. Membership in the CCMS will 
require active participation in the functions ofthe CCMS, such as research, grant writing, 
student supervision and mentorship, faculty mentorship, curriculum activities, 
community outreach and industry partnerships. The founding members of the CCMS are 
listed below with their department affiliation and area ofmarine-related expertise and 
interests. This list highlights the integrative nature of the CCMS mission and the diversity 
of participation across the University. 
Founding Faculty Members 
Dr. Nikki Adams (BIO) Invertebrate Development, Physiology, Ecology 
Dr. Thomas Bensky (PHYS) Marine Optics 
Dr. Charles Camp (MATH) Ocean! Atmosphere InteractionIModeling 
Dr. Jennifer Carroll (CHEM) Marine Natural Products 
Dr. Paul Choboter (MATH) Coastal Ocean Dynamics and Modeling 
Dr. Christopher Clark (CSC) Underwater Vehicle Design and Control 
Dr. Pat Fidopiastis (BIO) Marine Microbiology and Symbiosis 
Dr. Elizabeth Griffith (PHYS)Ocean Currents, Fluid Dynamics 
Dr. Chris Kitts (BIO) Marine Microbiology 
Dr. Corinne Lehr (CHEM) Metal Chemistry 
Margot McDonald (ARCH) Marine Laboratory Design and Architecture 
Dr. Mark A. Moline (BIO) Oceanography, Ecology and Technology Application 
Dr. Royden Nakamura (BIO) Fisheries Science, Aquaculture and Population Genetics 
Dr. Lars Tomanek (BIO) Invertebrate Physiology, Proteomics, Ecology 
Dr. Thomas Richards (BIO) Marine Resources 
Dr. Louis Rosenberg (ME) Robotics, Education 
Dr. John Stephens (BIO) Fisheries Ecology (adjunct appointment) 
Dr. Francis Villablanca (BIO)Vertebrate Genetics, Seabirds, Marine Mammals 
Dr. Dean Wendt (BIO) Invertebrate Physiology, Ecology, Ecosystem Management 
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The director will serve to coordinate the activities of the CCMS in terms of monitoring 
grant activity, generating funding, developing future plans and direction, facilitating 
student and faculty mentoring, reporting to the existing academic units when appropriate, 
running CCMS meetings, supervising CCMS staff members and serving as the primary 
contact for the CCMS. The membership would make decisions based on consensus 
agreement. The CCMS would form an advisory board to provide help with CCMS goals, 
future directions and fund raising efforts. The full proposed structure and bylaws of the 
CCMS are detailed in Appendix A. 
CCMS Facilities and Support 
One of the most important components of the CCMS is access to the marine 
environment. This enables experimental manipulations in the field, equipment testing, 
environmental monitoring and a staging ground for other activities (i.e. boat launching, 
diving) for accessing additional sites. In November, 2001, the Unocal Corporation 
donated a kilometer-long, steel and concrete pier and oceanfront in San Luis Obispo Bay 
off of Avila Beach, CA to Cal Poly for use in developing a marine science education and 
research program (Figure 1). Soon after, the facility was accepted by the CSU and Cal 
Poly for use as a marine station and laboratory. The pier facility, the facilities on campus 
and the program have been developing since then, towards the establishment of the 
CCMS. The current status of the facilities, activities and the plans for fiscal support are 
highlighted in the following section. 
Figure 1. The Cal Poly Center for Mruine and Coastal Sciences pier in San Luis 
Obispo Bay off Avila Beach, CA. The facility was donated in ovember 2001 
and is the center of Marine related activity at Cal Poly. 
Current Activities 
Development o(Facilities and Space 
One important component of the CCMS will be to provide faculty and students access to 
the marine environment as well as computing infrastructure and equipment. The marine 
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faculty have been working for the past 6 years to acquire and improved off-campus 
facilities on-campus facilities computing infrastructure and equipment resources. Below 
is a summary ofprogress in each ofthese areas, as well as future plans for the growth of 
facilities and space for the CCMS. 
Off-campus Facilities 
As referred to above, Cal Poly acquired and is in the process of transforming a kilometer­
long petroleum transfer pier into a marine facility for the University. This facility is 15 
minutes from the main campus and is the only marine facility along the 400 km coastline 
from Santa Barbara to Monterey. The marine program acquired two passenger vans, 
which are used to move students and equipment to and from the facility. The location is 
extraordinary: 
• 	 A pristine rocky intertidal community is at the base ofthe facility with a dense 
kelp forest extending 200 m offshore. 
• 	 The Morro Bay National Estuary is 20 km to the north. 
• 	 Point Conception, one of the most important oceanographic and biogeographic 
features in the eastern Pacific, is visible to the south. 
• 	 The coastline to the north, extending to the Monterey Bay National Marine 
Sanctuary, is relatively undeveloped and ideal for the educational and research 
goals ofthe CCMS. 
The facility has two components, the base of the pier and the pier itself. The base of the 
pier is a two-acre open bluff and a parking area for vehicles. As the bluffhas restricted 
access, the adjacent rocky intertidal areas are protected and serve as excellent field sites 
with a rich and diverse array of flora and fauna, including a harbor seal haul-out. 
Approximately 200m off-shore, there is a 50 m wide kelp forest that transects the pier 
and has a resident population of sea otters as well as a subtidal kelp forest community. 
Figure 2. The platform at the south end of the pier facility where the majority of the 
current activity (i.e. course instruction, research, events, boat operations) occur. 
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The pier extends 1 km into San Luis Obispo Bay. The structure is 7 m wide with a one­
lane road for access to a large platform at the south end of the pier (Figure 2). The 
surface ofthe road is concrete for the first 300 m for enhanced structural integrity in the 
surf zone with a galvanized steel-grating surface for the rest of the length. The road 
transitions into a large 55 m long by 35 m wide platform at the southern end of the pier 
where the seawater system will be installed. The platform is 10 meters above the water. 
There are two existing structures on this platform. The largest structure is approximately 
2,000 sq. ft., with office space, a small wet laboratory, a machine shop, the electrical 
room, a storage room, a dive locker, a conference/classroom, a computer facility and 
restrooms with showers. The second structure, a boathouse and storage area, is currently 
being removed for installation of a new seawater system (see below). 
The total electrical capacity ofthe facility is 12Kv with multiple 480volt circuits. The 
high power design was required to power a moored ship, high capacity pumps, power the 
mUltiple banks of stadiuin-type lighting that exists around the platform, and two new 1­
ton capacity hoists. This equipment with the exception ofthe lighting and two hoists was 
removed. The existing high capacity power will facilitate the operation of the pump and 
filtration for the seawater system (see below). 
The steel pilings of the pier extend to the bedrock and are filled with concrete, which 
mushrooms at the base of each piling for added structural integrity. The facility was 
constructed with a cathodic protection system to prevent corrosion. Before receiving the 
facility, Cal Poly assessed the state of this system and determined that after 15 years of 
operation, 80% ofthe cathodic system is still available. Projecting into the future, the 
existing system should provide protection without significant maintenance until 2060. 
On the west side of the platform is a counterbalanced trap door that opens to a staircase 
for access to the water and boats. The water access points are two 3 x 6 m platforms that 
alternate use depending'on the tidal water height. Although there is access to the water, 
the current configuration is not ideal for small boat docking and a replacement system is 
currently being considered (see below). The facility presently has three day-boats for 
sampling the offshore water column and accessing the many remote coastal sites. The 
nearby breakwater provides excellent protection against wave action, which greatly 
facilitates small boat operations off the pier. 
To oversee the pier facility and operations, a pier manager was hired. The manager has 
been responsible for general operations, maintenance, coordination with Facilities 
Services on campus (despite being an off-campus facility, Facilities Service is required to 
administer work performed at the pier), coordination with other state and local agencies 
for permitting, assist faculty and students on projects, and help develop plans and 
priorities for future work. 
Future plans include a number of improvements to the pier facility. One project that has 
just been completed is a seawater system of pumps and filters to continuously draw 
seawater onto the pier facility. This 1000 Llmin seawater system covers about a third of 
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the existing platform and consists of a new concrete foundation, a structure housing the 
pumps and filtration systems, and room for both indoor and outdoor aquaria for holding 
marine organisms for display and experimentation. The new system will enable new 
research opportunities and be a conduit for p~blic outreach. This system is part of the 
Port: San Luis Harbor Districts Master Plan that has been developed in consultation with 
the pier manager. In addition to the seawater system, plans are being developed for a 
new boat landing for easy access to the water, improvements to the landing for public 
access and stability of the bluff area, maintenance to the structure (i.e. painting), and 
plans for a new building to replace the existing structure which would include new 
classrooms, offices, laboratory spaces and conference facilities. 
Campus Facilities 
During the development of the off-campus facility, there have been complementary 
efforts to acquire and improve campus facilities. Two areas that were being used for 
storage have been converted into usable space for the program. The first space was an 
1000 sq. ft. boat house to the south of building 53. This was cleaned out, renovated and 
is now serves a number of functions; staging area for equipment going to the pier, 
equipment testing and calibration, storage .md space for research projects. An additional 
2,000 sq. ft. space, the second story of building 20, was fully renovated into a laboratory 
facility with climate control, a recirculating seawater system, a microscope room, 
computer/conference room, a formal laboratory space with a fume hood, a reference 
material space and an incubator room. This facility is currently used by faculty, staff and 
students working on sponsored program and undergraduate senior projects. 
Computing Facilities 
The pier facility has been outfitted with a continuous real-time monitoring capability, 
measuring changes in physical, biological and chemical parameters below the pier. In 
addition, a meteorological station measuring wind speed and direction, relative humidity, 
air temperature, barometric pressure, and rainfall has been installed. These measurements 
are archived in a data base on a server at the pier. The server is mirrored on campus by a 
second server via a TIline. The on-campus mirrored server is connected to a web server 
that hosts the developing CCMS website (www.marine.calpoly.edu). A portal from these 
servers to a server in ITS has been established that in linked to the campus mass storage 
device with 3 Tb of storage capacity dedicated to the program. In addition, a wireless 
environment has been established at the pier facility that is within the Cal Poly firewall. 
Future plans include a new high capacity data server on campus and developing 
improved bandwidth capacity between campus and the pier facility with fiber. This will 
allow for more advanced remote testing, real-time video streaming and will facilitate 
more industry collaboration. 
Use ofFacilities 
The renovated on campus facilities have been in constant use since completion in 2004 
and have been the center of active research in the Biological and Physical Sciences 
Departments. The availability ofthe facility has also supported an active undergraduate 
summer research, with an average of 10 students participating each year. The primary 
facility used for the program in terms of numbers has been the pier facility. This 
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visitation and use can be broken down into a number ofcategories, such as Cal Poly 
students, students from other institutions or public K-12 schools, industry, or general 
public. The numbers of visitors and the impact of those visits have been a positive force 
for everyone involved and is conveying to the general public our intention to contribute 
to knowledge of our coastal environment in a serious and effective way for the 
foreseeable future. 
Visitation to the pier began in Spring, 2003. Since then and up until Spring, 2007, the 
average number of Cal Poly students visiting for classes or student related projects each 
academic year is 1,200. One hundred and fifty students from other schools visit each 
year with an additional 400 non-student visitations per year. Cal Poly courses hosted at 
the facility include; 
Architecture 352, Arch. Design 
Architecture 453, Senior Design Studio 
Biology 114, Plant diversity & Ecology 
Biology 151, Intro to Biology 
Biology 152, Biology of Plants 
Biology 263, Ecology and Evolution 
Biology 328, Marine Biology 
Biology 438, Aquaculture 
Botany 437, Phycology 
ENVE 434 Aquatic Chemistry 
Physical Sci 201, Intro. Oceanography 
SCM 330, Ocean Discovery/Technology 
Zoology 336, Invertebrate Zoology 
Zoology 423, Fisheries Science 
Zoology 425, Parasitology 
Major meeting/visitations to the pier facility include; 
Auxiliary Officers Association Research Administration Committee 
Biology Graduate Student Welcome 
Cal Poly Facilities Staff Tour 
Cal Poly Facilities Trades Group 
Cal Poly Foundation Administrators meeting 
Cal Poly Police Department Supervisors meeting 
Cal Poly Week ofWelcome 
Cal Poly Parents Weekend tours 
Cal Poly Open House 
California Regional Water Quality Control Board meeting 
Central Coast Science Project (teachers) tour 
County Parks Junior Lifeguard program tours 
Environmental Biotechnology Institute and Unocal representatives' tour 
Executive Dean's Group 
Morro Bay EBM Science Team meeting 
Morro Bay National History Museum Docents tour 
Multiple candidate tours for Biological Sciences and Provost 
10 
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President's Cabinet Partners Program 

San Luis Obispo County Park Jr. Lifeguards tours 

Tri Beta pier tour 

U.S. Representative Lois Capps 
Research Activity 
The founding CCMS faculty have developed an active research program with a 
significant number of ongoing research projects that are using the existing facilities and 
offering opportunities for student engagement. These projects range across disciplines 
and sub-disciplines within marine science, some ofwhich are highlighted on the CCMS 
website (http://www.marine.calpoly.eduJresearchprogramsl). One internal requirement of 
the CCMS research, which applies to all current projects, is that research is planned, 
proposed and conducted with active student participation in mind. Having primarily 
undergraduate students engaged during all phases of research is unique to the CCMS and 
provides an opportunity for leadership in the marine science community. 
Institutional and Industry Collaboration 
The active marine research programs have attracted the attention of academic institutions, 
government agencies and industry at a local, state, national and international level. 
These programs, the uniqueness of our facilities, the location along the California 
coastline and most importantly, our focus on undergraduates have lead to strong active 
collaborations. The number and diversity of these collaborators listed below, illustrate 
the need, viability and potential of the CCMS. 
Aethon, Inc. ' 

Aanderaa Data Instruments 

Bigelow Institute of Oceanography 

Bodega Marine Laboratory 

Bureau ofLand Management 

California Fish and Game 

California Maritime Academy 

California Regional Water Quality Control Board 

California State Parks 

California State University Channel Islands 

California State University East Bay 

California State University Fullerton 

California State University Long Beach 

California State University Los Angeles 

California State University Monterey Bay 

California State University Northridge 

California State Polytechnic University, Pomona 

California State University San Marcos 

City ofMorro Bay 

CNRS Villefranche 

Continental Control, Inc. 

Cuesta College 
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Desert Research Institute 
Florida Environmental Research Institute 
Hopkins Marine Station 
Humboldt State University 
Hydroid, Inc. 
Mineral Management Service 
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute 
Morro Bay Harbor District 
Morro Bay National Estuary Program 
Moss Landing Marine Laboratories 
Mote Marine Laboratory 
NASA, Jet PropUlsion Laboratory 
Naval Postgraduate School 
Naval Research Laboratory, Stennis 
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington D.C. 
Old Dominion University 
Oregon Health & Science University 
Oregon State University 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
Port San Luis Harbor District 
Reson, Inc. 
Rutgers University 
San Diego State University 
San Francisco State University 
San Jose State University 
San Luis Obispo County School District 
Satlantic, Inc. 
Scripps Institution of Oceanography 
SeaBird, Inc. 
SeaBotix, Inc. 
Sonoma State University 
Tenera Environmental, Inc. 
US. Coast Guard 
US. Fish and Wildlife Service 
US. Geological Survey 
UC Davis 
UC Irvine 
UC Los Angeles 
UC Reserve System, Cambria 
UC Reserve System, Santa Cruz Is. 
UC San Diego 
UC Santa Barbara 
University ofArizona 
University ofFlorida, Gainesville 
University ofHawaii 
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University of Illinois 

University ofMaine 

University ofMassachusetts 

University ofNew Hampshire 

University of Oslo 

University of Southern California 

University of Southern Mississippi 

University of Southampton 

University ofTrondheim 

University ofTroms0 

University ofWashington 

Unocal Corporation 

Virginia Institute ofMarine Science 

WetLabs, Inc. 

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 

World Wildlife Fund 

Support 
Since 1998, Cal Poly's Marine program has grown in terms ofthe number of faculty, 
graduating students, science pUblications and the amount of funding received (Table 1). 
Current support of the Marine activities has been primarily through sponsored programs 
with steady growth in new projects and funding levels. Unocal also provided $500,000 
of initial operating funds in 2002 and a $3 million endowment, from which interest 
income is used for general pier maintenance. 
Table 1. History ofmarine related efforts at Cal Poly since 1998. 
Year Faculty Peer-reviewed 
Publications 
Grant 
Awards 
Grant 
Funding 
Undergraduate 
Students 
Graduate 
Students 
2006 10 12 6 $4,341,226 60 9 
2005 7 15 6 $4,085,384 60 7 
2004 5 9 8 $1,595,282 54 4 
2003 4 7 12 $641 ,095 47 2 
2002 3 3 18 $1,396,994 27 2 
2001 2 6 7 $409,499 25 4 
2000 2 10 5 $403,336 16 2 
1999 2 1 4 $263,672 11 1 
1998 2 4 1 $19,204 15 1 
Totals 67 65 $13,125,692 255 32 
As evident from the externally sponsored research funding in Table 1, the faculty 
members are highly motivated and have demonstrated to the federal and state agencies 
and to private foundations that the CCMP is a viable unit to conduct high quality work. 
As indicated above, grant funding provides release time and summer salary for faculty, 
salaries for 6 full-time Cal Poly Corporation employees, and salaries for graduate and 
undergraduate students. Grants also fund some of the operations and purchase and 
maintenance of equipment. Below is a listing of sources of external sponsored research 
programs. 
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Federal 

Department ofEnergy 

Environmental Protection Agency 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

National Science Foundation 

Office ofNaval Research 

State 

California Department ofHealth 

California Ocean Protection Council 

California Regional Water Quality Control Board (Region 3) 

California Sea Grant 

California State Coastal Conservancy 

Non-Government Organizations 

David and Lucile Packard Foundation 

Resources Legacy Foundation Fund 

World Wildlife Fund 

Industry 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

Chevron (Unocal) Corporation 

Individuals 

Beverly B. Hardy 

Robert A. Larsen 

Paul A. Dubsky 

Cynthia and Gregory Eisen 

Rodney Grieve 

Kelley A. Lounsbury 

Fiscal Sustainability 
Fiscal sustainability of the CCMS requires sufficient consistent funds for maintenance of 
the facilities, funding of faculty research programs, staff support and capital outlays for 
advancing the program. As demonstrated, individual donations and sponsored projects 
have been secured and will be continually sought to provide the program development 
and operations. Sponsored projects have also generated significant recovered indirect 
costs, which have also been used for program development and sustainability. The 
seawater system that was recently completed cost $1.8 million, none of which was 
supported by the University per se, illustrating that the CCMS can conduct large capital 
projects. 
As with any entity, the program must be adaptable to changing financial conditions. 
Given the current track record of funding it is likely that funding can be sustained at some 
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level by the participating faculty. Good forward planning can place the CCMS in a 
strong position to continue the activities ofthe CCMS during fiscally challenging times. 
Enhancement ofthe current endowment by solicitation of donations by industry and 
individuals is an ongoing effort, which would help in times of low sponsored program 
funding. As the marine environment captures the imagination of the general public, fund 
raising events could also supplement the effort, although these have not been thoroughly 
explored. 
The cun'ent activities demonstrate a strong commitment to the development and growth 
of the CCMS. The CCMS will provide unique opportunities across campus to faculty 
and students interested in the interdisciplinary field of marine science. The Center will 
enhance the academic setting of the University, foster collaborations on campus and 
across the nation, and generate new and exciting discoveries into the dynamics of the 
marine environment and the influence of human interactions. 
References 
1 	 America's Living Oceans: Charting a Course for Sea Change. Pew Oceans 
Commission. June, 2003. 
2 	 An Ocean Blueprint for the 21st Century. U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy. 
September, 2004. 
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APPENDIX A 

BYLAWS OF THE 

CENTER FOR COASTAL MARINE SCIENCES 

California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo 
These bylaws are applicable within the authorization established by the Board ofTrustees 
ofthe California State University and the California Polytechnic State University, San 
Luis Obispo. 
ARTICLE I - NAME 
The name of this organization shall be the CENTER FOR COASTAL MARlNE 
SCIENCES, referred to in these bylaws as the Center. 
ARTICLE II - PURPOSE AND POLICIES 
Section 1 - Purpose 
The primary purpose of the CENTER FOR COASTAL MARINE SCIENCES will be to 
promote and facilitate basic and applied interdisciplinary studies of coastal marine 
systems for the purpose of addressing environmental concerns and fostering hands-on 
student learning through discovery and outreach. The Center will foster interaction within 
the University, with other Institutional partners and industry, consistent with the overall 
goals of California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo. 
The CENTER FOR COASTAL MARINE SCIENCES will serve as a vehicle for 
securing industrial sponsorship and support to sustain marine-oriented projects at the 
Center. 
The CENTER FOR COASTAL MARlNE SCIENCES will be financed by grants, 
contracts, and revenue generated by Center activities. 
Section 2 - Policies 
The policies of this Center shall be in harmony with the policies of The California State 
University, the California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo ("University"), 
and the California Polytechnic State University Corporation ("Corporation"). 
ARTICLE III - PARTICIPANTS 
Section 1 - Participants 
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Participants may be faculty, staff, and students of the University or Corporation, and 

affiliated researchers, consultants, industry representatives, association representatives, 

and others interested in the Center. 

a-Faculty 
Faculty participants are persons appointed by the University to faculty rank and 

participating in the activities of the Center. 

b - Staff 

Staff participants are persons employed by the University or Corporation and 

participating in the activities of the Center. 

c - Students 

Student participants are persons engaged in study at the University on either a full-time or 

part-time basis and participating in the activities of the Center. 

d - Affiliated Researchers 

Affiliated researchers are faculty or other persons from outside the University who carry 

out or collaborate on research and/or other projects under the auspices ofthe Center. 

e - Industry Representatives 

Industry representatives are persons actively engaged in the oceanography as 

practitioners, vendors, or industry advocates. 

f - Association Representatives 

Association representatives are persons affiliated with a professional or trade association! 

organization representing Center interests and activities. 

Section 2 - Approva1 to Participate 

All interested faculty, staff, and students ofthe University or Corporation, and interested 

parties outside ofthe University, are eligible to participate in the Center upon approval by 
the Executive Committee and the Director. Any faculty, staff, student, or outside 
participant may recommend individuals for participation in the Center. Such 
recommendations shall be made to the Director. 
Section 3 - Terms and Conditions 
Terms and conditions ofparticipation shall be determined by the Director, in consultation 
with the Executive Committee. 
17 
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Section 4 - Role ofParticipants 
Participants are encouraged to be actively engaged in the activities ofthe Center. They 
may propose programs to be implemented by the Center. If approved, these programs 
will receive Center support as necessary and possible. Participants will have priority 
consideration in Center activities and interaction with industry. 
Participants are expected to support the programs of the Center and assist the 
Director in pro gram development. 
ARTICLE IV - ADMINISTRATION 
Section 1 - Administration 
The Center administration shall include a Director, Executive Committee, 
and External Advisory Board. 
Section 2 - Director 
The Center will be administered by a Director, appointed by the Dean ofthe College of 
Science and Mathematics. The term of appointment is three (3) years. The appointment 
may be renewed at the discretion ofthe Dean of the College of Science and Mathematics. 
The Director may be an active Cal Poly faculty or staff member or may be hired from 
outside the University on a contract basis. A faculty/staff Director will serve on a 
released time or added compensation basis. The amount oftime will vary from quarter to 
quarter and will depend on available funds and anticipated work load for the particular 
quarter. The Director will report to the Dean of the College of Science and Mathematics. 
The Director shall submit an annual report following each academic year to the Provost 
and Vice President for Academic Affairs, appropriate college deans, and the Dean of 
Research and Graduate Programs. The report shall include a summary of the year's 
activities and a financial report, as well as information on scholarly publications and 
technical reports, students supported by the Center, theses and senior projects 
completed under the auspices of the Center, honors and awards to faculty and 
students, and any other noteworthy achievements. 
Section 3 - Executive Committee 
The Executive Committee shall consist of five to seven members, including the Director 
and the Dean of the College of Science and Mathematics. The balance shall consist of 
active faculty participants. Recommendations for faculty participation will be made by 
the Director directly to the Dean of the College of Science and Mathematics. 
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The Executive Committee shall be responsible for: a) approving candidates for Center 

participation; b) recommending members of the External Advisory Board; c) 

recommending Center programs and activities; d) developing operating guidelines to 

implement Center programs and activities; and e) advising the Director on matters of 

general policy and operations. 

ARTICLE V - EXTERNAL ADVISORY BOARD 
Section 1 - Membership 
External Advisory Board ("Board") members are those persons recommended by the 
Executive Committee and appointed by the Dean to serve in an advisory capacity to the 
Center. 
The Board shall be composed of a minimum ofthree (3) members representing a 

spectrum of expertise and background associated with Marine Sciences. 

The Board will be appointed by the Dean. Initial appointments of from one to three years 
may be used to stagger Board membership tenns. Thereafter, tenns will be three years. 
Section 2 - Powers and Duties 
The Board shall provide advice and comment on Center programs, shall engage in public 
relations and support activities for Center programs, and shall provide overall guidance 
and direction to the Center, and to the Dean, as appropriate. 
Section 3 - Meetings 
The Board will meet at least once a year to review Center programs and to provide 
general direction to the Center. The Board may elect to meet for special purposes at any 
other time upon agreement of a majority of Board members. 
Section 4 - Number Constituting a Quorum 
A majority ofBoard members shall constitute a quorum. 
ARTICLE VI - FISCAL POLICIES 
Section 1 - Fiscal Year 
The fiscal year shall correspond to that of the Corporation. 
Section 2 - Accounts and Audit 
The books and accounts of the Center shall be kept by the Corporation and shall be 
audited annually in accordance with Corporation policies. 
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Section 3 - Funding 
Funding for the Center shall come from private or governmental grants and contracts, 
gifts, and fees from Center-generated short courses, conferences, and Center-generated 
pUblications. 
Section 4 - Dissolution 
In the event the Center is dissolved, any assets remaining after payment of all debts and 
liabilities shall be distributed to the Corporation in trust for College of Science and 
Mathematics. If debts and liabilities exceed assets, the College of Science and 
Mathematics will be responsible for said debts and liabilities. 
ARTICLE VII - AMENDMENTS 
The bylaws maybe amended by a majority vote of the Executive Committee with the 
approval of the Dean of the College of Science and Mathematics and the Dean of 
Research and Graduate Programs. Any participant in the Center may propose 
amendments to the bylaws. 
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Adopted: 
ACADEMIC SENATE 
of 
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
AS­ -07 
RESOLUTION ON 
SEARCHES FOR ACADEMIC CAMPUS ADMINISTRATORS 
1 WHEREAS, "Shared governance" is necessary for the assurance of educational quality and the 
2 proper functioning of an institution of higher education; and 
3 
4 WHEREAS, Procedures governing the creation of new, permanent or reassigned administrative 
5 positions and public announcements about the existence of and/or formation of 
6 search committees for such positions are not clearly established and publicized on 
7 our campus; and 
8 
9 WHEREAS, Clarity in procedures for announcing the existence of administrative positions 
10 and/or searches for persons to fill them contributes toward transparency and 
11 faculty confidence in the process of appointing University administrators; and 
12 
13 WHEREAS, Participation of faculty from different disciplines and ranks in searches of 
14 academic administrators is one way to promote productive relationships between 
15 faculty and campus administrators at Cal Poly; and 
16 
17 WHEREAS, The Academic Senate CSU resolution on "Searches for Campus Administrators in 
18 The California State University" (AS-2699-05!FA, May 5-6, 2005) urged "each 
19 campus, in partnership with faculty governance, to review, revise, and publish, or 
20 to formulate and publish, policies and procedures for the creation of new 
21 administrative positions and for searches for local administrators"; therefore be it 
22 
23 RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of Cal Poly reaffirm its commitment to the principle of 
24 shared governance, in particular, the practice ofproviding full and meaningful 
25 consultation through the normal processes of faculty governance in the creation of 
26 academic management personnel positions (MPP), and faculty consultation in the 
27 recruitment of academic management personnel; and be it further 
28 
29 RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of Cal Poly affirm that shared governance requires (a) 
30 meaningful faculty involvement in establishing selection criteria for vacancy 
31 announcements of academic management personnel positions, (b) timely reporting 
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32 to the Academic Senate as academic management personnel positions are created, 
33 reassigned, and retitled, and (c) candid and effective communication during 
34 academic MPP hiring decisions, including decisions contrary to committee 
35 recommendations of acceptable candidates; and be it further 
36 
3 7 RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of Cal Poly urge that where the MPP position has 
38 significant involvement with curriculum, faculty affairs, andlor instructionally 
39 related matters, faculty representatives on the consultative committee will be 
40 elected from or selected by tenured, probationary tenure-track faculty, and full 
41 time lecturers (holding 12.12. entitlement). The majority of members appointed to 
42 a consultative committee to select a college dean will continue to consist of 
43 tenured faculty members; and be it further 
44 
45 RESOLVED: That the Chair of the Academic Senate of Cal Poly work with the Provost to assist 
46 in seeing that the recommendations of this resolution are pursued in revising Cal 
47 Poly policies on the creation ofnew academic management personnel positions 
48 (MPP) and the selection and appointment of MPPs. 
Proposed by: Academic Senate Faculty Affairs Committee 
Date: October 9, 2007 
  Adopted: 
ACADEMIC SENATE 
of 
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
AS-___-07 
RESOLUTION ON FACULTY/STAFF DINING AREA 
1 WHEREAS, Cal Poly faculty and staff once enjoyed the exclusive use of the Staff Dining 
2 Room in the Dining Complex (Building 19); and 
3 
4 WHEREAS, The Staff Dining Room was the locus of an informal, cross-disciplinary social 
5 life, bringing together people from different parts of the campus; and 
6 
7 WHEREAS, This social life disappeared when the Cal Poly Corporation Campus Dining 
8 management converted the Staff Dining Room into the Veranda Café, which 
9 serves students, faculty, and staff; and 
10 
11 WHEREAS, No equivalent plans or arrangements for the special needs of faculty and staff 
12 have been made since the conversion to the Veranda Café for the special needs of 
13 faculty and staff; and 
14 
15 WHEREAS, A new Associate Vice President of Commercial Services and Executive Director 
16 of the Cal Poly Corporation has recently been appointed; and 
17 
18 WHEREAS, A new Director of Campus Dining has been appointed along with a new executive 
19 dining staff; and 
20 
21 WHEREAS, The Campus Dining organization is at a moment of transition and will be 
22 preparing a new strategic plan; therefore be it 
23 
24 RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate request that the management of Cal Poly Corporation 
25 Campus Dining address in its strategic plan the exclusive needs of the faculty and 
26 staff; and be it further 
27 
28 RESOLVED: That by the end of this academic year the new Director of Campus Dining be 
29 asked to give a report to the Academic Senate on the status of this request That 
30 the new Director of Campus Dining be asked to give a report to the Academic 
31 Senate by the end of this academic year. 
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